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1 Peter1 Peter
Last week we covered 1 Peter 1:13Last week we covered 1 Peter 1:13--25. In the text we 25. In the text we 
observed an overall directive from God through the writing observed an overall directive from God through the writing 
of the Apostle Peter which was the command to of the Apostle Peter which was the command to ““be holybe holy””. . 
And in studying this overall command we saw 3 spheres of And in studying this overall command we saw 3 spheres of 
in which we must make adjustments in our lives in order to in which we must make adjustments in our lives in order to 
fulfill this protocol of God for our lives.fulfill this protocol of God for our lives.

I. The proper mentality for the believer v 13I. The proper mentality for the believer v 13 –– the Christianthe Christian’’s life as s life as 
a disciple begins with a proper mentality. a disciple begins with a proper mentality. 

Gird or prepare your minds Gird or prepare your minds –– binding loose clothing, analogous for no binding loose clothing, analogous for no 
loose thinkingloose thinking

Be sober Be sober –– dispassionate or poised / no emotionally or worldly based dispassionate or poised / no emotionally or worldly based 
thinkingthinking

Have your hope in Christ Have your hope in Christ –– neither lack nor abundance should be our neither lack nor abundance should be our 
hope but Christhope but Christ

1 Peter1 Peter
II. The proper lifestyle of the believer v 14 II. The proper lifestyle of the believer v 14 --1616 ––

the Christian must choose a certain lifestylethe Christian must choose a certain lifestyle
As one who is eager to obey God As one who is eager to obey God –– not one who not one who 
secretly cherishes rebellionsecretly cherishes rebellion
Do not conform to evil desires Do not conform to evil desires –– if it were not if it were not 
possible we would not be warned not to do this possible we would not be warned not to do this 
so be wise and honest with yourself, are you so be wise and honest with yourself, are you 
being lead by evil desires? This is a wrong being lead by evil desires? This is a wrong 
lifestylelifestyle
Be holy because God is Holy Be holy because God is Holy –– separating in the separating in the 
right manner from those things which contribute right manner from those things which contribute 
to our sinful thoughts and/or actions.to our sinful thoughts and/or actions.

1 Peter1 Peter
III. The proper perspective of the believer v 17III. The proper perspective of the believer v 17--25 25 –– how we how we 

are to view this world, our lives and the future.are to view this world, our lives and the future.
God is judge God is judge –– live with this awareness that though believers live with this awareness that though believers 
have eternal life and Christ has been judged in our place have eternal life and Christ has been judged in our place 
there is a time where our works will be judged and rewarded there is a time where our works will be judged and rewarded 
so live with confidence that God will reward even the so live with confidence that God will reward even the 
seemingly smallest act of faith. This world is not our hope seemingly smallest act of faith. This world is not our hope 
and treasure but the Divine riches of eternity.and treasure but the Divine riches of eternity.
He purchased you at great expense He purchased you at great expense –– this is no game for this is no game for 
God nor will he treat you as a game though you might treat God nor will he treat you as a game though you might treat 
God as a gameGod as a game
You have capacity to love one another and this is your call, to You have capacity to love one another and this is your call, to 
cooperate in lovecooperate in love
You are born of imperishable seed, do not fear death nor the You are born of imperishable seed, do not fear death nor the 
troubles of this life, God has regenerated you of an troubles of this life, God has regenerated you of an 
imperishable seedimperishable seed

1 Peter1 Peter
1 Peter 2:11 Peter 2:1--33
Holy LivingHoly Living

IV. The ABCIV. The ABC’’s of spiritual growths of spiritual growth –– often we are told in often we are told in 
the Scriptures by God not to do certain things. But most the Scriptures by God not to do certain things. But most 
often these prohibitions are accompanied by instructions often these prohibitions are accompanied by instructions 
which tell us what we, instead, ought to do. It is a which tell us what we, instead, ought to do. It is a 
combination of boundaries and then what we must or combination of boundaries and then what we must or 
may do within those boundaries. may do within those boundaries. 

The Christian life cannot be lived, successfully, without The Christian life cannot be lived, successfully, without 
instructions or protocol within the boundaries God gives instructions or protocol within the boundaries God gives 
us. So here, in this small section, we receive from God us. So here, in this small section, we receive from God 
the most significant key to spiritual growth or the ABCthe most significant key to spiritual growth or the ABC’’s s 
to spiritual growth, which results in holy living. The more to spiritual growth, which results in holy living. The more 
we mature in Christ the more we put off the old man and we mature in Christ the more we put off the old man and 
put on the new.put on the new.

1 Peter1 Peter
The best thing a believer can do is not worry about The best thing a believer can do is not worry about 
what he or she what he or she is not doingis not doing but but what they are what they are 
doingdoing. What do I mean? I mean that the believer is . What do I mean? I mean that the believer is 
often compelled by various personalities within often compelled by various personalities within 
Christianity or by Teachers who write many books Christianity or by Teachers who write many books 
with great expectations to feel guilty because he or with great expectations to feel guilty because he or 
she isnshe isn’’t doing t doing ““great things for Godgreat things for God””. And usually . And usually 
such dogmatic personalities have their pet lists of such dogmatic personalities have their pet lists of 
what they consider are what they consider are ““great things for Godgreat things for God””..

However, instead of you doing However, instead of you doing ““great things for great things for 
GodGod”” letlet’’s learn how God wants to do a s learn how God wants to do a ““great thing great thing 
in and for youin and for you””. Then we will let God use you as he . Then we will let God use you as he 
sees fit based on the capacity you have had sees fit based on the capacity you have had 
developed in your by his Word and Spirit. developed in your by his Word and Spirit. ☺☺

1 Peter1 Peter
1 Peter 2:11 Peter 2:1--33

The ABCThe ABC’’s Of Spiritual Maturity s Of Spiritual Maturity 
A. Stop Doing v 1A. Stop Doing v 1 –– here in chapter two of 1 Peter here in chapter two of 1 Peter 

God begins the ABCGod begins the ABC’’s of spiritual maturity with s of spiritual maturity with 
some very clear boundaries. This list is not some very clear boundaries. This list is not 
exhaustive and is not meant to be, rather it exhaustive and is not meant to be, rather it 
identifies certain kinds of sinful mentalities (that identifies certain kinds of sinful mentalities (that 
result in sinful behaviors but begin with mental result in sinful behaviors but begin with mental 
attitude sins) which prohibit our intake of Godattitude sins) which prohibit our intake of God’’s s 
Word. As well, the list is meant to contrast with Word. As well, the list is meant to contrast with 
the next directive in verse 2 where we are told to the next directive in verse 2 where we are told to 
““start doingstart doing”” a certain thing. So leta certain thing. So let’’s look at what s look at what 
we are told to we are told to ““rid ourselves ofrid ourselves of””::
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1 Peter1 Peter
MaliceMalice –– ((kakiakakia) Strong) Strong’’s concordance defines it as a s concordance defines it as a 
vicious disposition; broad in scope.vicious disposition; broad in scope.
ExEx: A person who is constantly spiteful, constantly : A person who is constantly spiteful, constantly 
argumentative, constantly dissatisfied or constantly argumentative, constantly dissatisfied or constantly 
critical.critical.
DeceitDeceit –– ((dolosdolos) The idea here is of one who takes ) The idea here is of one who takes 
advantage of weaker people, an exploiter, one who advantage of weaker people, an exploiter, one who 
hooks those of a lesser constitution, predatory in nature hooks those of a lesser constitution, predatory in nature 
and even doing so by baiting them through their own and even doing so by baiting them through their own 
greed.greed.
ExEx: Investors often bilk people out of money in using the : Investors often bilk people out of money in using the 
mechanism of trust by preying on their desire for a huge mechanism of trust by preying on their desire for a huge 
investment payday. Also, someone who is looking for investment payday. Also, someone who is looking for 
partners with whom they may commiserate often exploit partners with whom they may commiserate often exploit 
weaker minded people by telling them their sob stories weaker minded people by telling them their sob stories 
and how and how ““so and soso and so”” treated them and through this lead treated them and through this lead 
them to hate or have illthem to hate or have ill--feelings toward someone who feelings toward someone who 
possibly has done them no harm nor the one doing the possibly has done them no harm nor the one doing the 
complaining.complaining.

1 Peter1 Peter
HypocrisyHypocrisy -- ((hupokrisishupokrisis) this word was used for those who ) this word was used for those who 
wore masks in plays. It means showing a false face. This wore masks in plays. It means showing a false face. This 
does not mean we have to show all of our thoughts to does not mean we have to show all of our thoughts to 
someone and that being polite is hypocritical, rather it someone and that being polite is hypocritical, rather it 
means intentionally misleading someone about your means intentionally misleading someone about your 
person so that they believe it to be true. person so that they believe it to be true. 
ExEx: Someone participates in an organization because of its : Someone participates in an organization because of its 
personal reward but in truth they really dislike much or all personal reward but in truth they really dislike much or all 
of the organizationof the organization’’s intent and many of its participants. s intent and many of its participants. 
But, again, because there is a personal payoff they pretend But, again, because there is a personal payoff they pretend 
to enjoy their participation and support the organization. to enjoy their participation and support the organization. 
However, when not in the group they complain about it, However, when not in the group they complain about it, 
even to some members individually, in order to try and even to some members individually, in order to try and 
subvert its operations thereby allowing them some control subvert its operations thereby allowing them some control 
and influence by way of invalid manipulation.and influence by way of invalid manipulation.
EnvyEnvy –– ((phthonosphthonos) this is often translated as grudge. It ) this is often translated as grudge. It 
may be a personal or general grudge and here the may be a personal or general grudge and here the 
emphasis is on a general grudge or someone who is emphasis is on a general grudge or someone who is 
simply sour to life and is made happy by the misfortune of simply sour to life and is made happy by the misfortune of 
others.others.

1 Peter1 Peter
Slander Slander –– ((katalaliakatalalia) ) –– sometimes translated sometimes translated ““evil evil 
speakingspeaking””. This is not merely false accusations . This is not merely false accusations 
against someone but any kind of evil speaking against someone but any kind of evil speaking 
against them. The emphasis is on false accusations against them. The emphasis is on false accusations 
since this generally is the form in which evil speaking since this generally is the form in which evil speaking 
comes. However, it also has in view gossip and so comes. However, it also has in view gossip and so 
on. Such a device is used as a source of injury to on. Such a device is used as a source of injury to 
others. This is others. This is ““evil speakingevil speaking””. . 

This is, of course, awful but it happens too often. This is, of course, awful but it happens too often. 
And even if there is a legitimate concern about a And even if there is a legitimate concern about a 
someonesomeone’’s s affairs,affairs, God has a way for this to be God has a way for this to be 
addressed but it certain is not through evil speaking. addressed but it certain is not through evil speaking. 

1 Peter1 Peter
All of the above are forms of All of the above are forms of mental attitude sinsmental attitude sins
which lead to injury toward others. But even more which lead to injury toward others. But even more 
significant (though the resulting injury to others significant (though the resulting injury to others 
should not be minimized) is what they do to you! should not be minimized) is what they do to you! 
Such mentalities prevent you from ever learning Such mentalities prevent you from ever learning 
anything in the Christian life. The reason is anything in the Christian life. The reason is 
because your mind is set up, not to be instructed because your mind is set up, not to be instructed 
which involves correcting self through identifying which involves correcting self through identifying 
erring views and behavior, rather your mind it set erring views and behavior, rather your mind it set 
up to reject truth and manipulate all information up to reject truth and manipulate all information 
which comes your way so that you misuse it to which comes your way so that you misuse it to 
what you believe is your advantage. Now for a what you believe is your advantage. Now for a 
moment or two you might believe you have pulled moment or two you might believe you have pulled 
one over on God but you have only kept yourself in one over on God but you have only kept yourself in 
spiritual poverty and denied Godspiritual poverty and denied God’’s blessing in your s blessing in your 
life. life. 

1 Peter1 Peter
What it takes to stop doing these things or What it takes to stop doing these things or ““rid rid 
yourself ofyourself of”” is first to be willing to admit they may is first to be willing to admit they may 
be present in your thinking and then carefully, over be present in your thinking and then carefully, over 
a period of time, very honestly audit your thinking a period of time, very honestly audit your thinking 
processes and behavior and identify where they processes and behavior and identify where they 
are present and reverse this trend. And it will take are present and reverse this trend. And it will take 
time for anyone, even if they only have one of time for anyone, even if they only have one of 
these present (most of us will find more than one) these present (most of us will find more than one) 
and after that it takes a life time of and after that it takes a life time of gate keepinggate keeping to to 
make sure they do not take up residence in our make sure they do not take up residence in our 
minds again, though they will keep on knocking, minds again, though they will keep on knocking, 
seeking to get in, until the day we die.seeking to get in, until the day we die.

1 Peter1 Peter
B. Start Doing v 2B. Start Doing v 2 –– now that you have agreed to now that you have agreed to 

stop the above and while you are in that process for stop the above and while you are in that process for 
the rest of your life, here is what you should the rest of your life, here is what you should beginbegin
doing. Since you are no longer a practicing doing. Since you are no longer a practicing 
deceiver, hypocrite and so on, what should you be?deceiver, hypocrite and so on, what should you be?
--Like a newborn babe who craves spiritual milkLike a newborn babe who craves spiritual milk--
Here the picture is not that of a youth or even a Here the picture is not that of a youth or even a 
toddler but a new born babe who is completely toddler but a new born babe who is completely 
dependent on Goddependent on God’’s Word for their transformation. s Word for their transformation. 
No more self ideology, no more treating yourself as No more self ideology, no more treating yourself as 
if God is making suggestions and it is up to you to if God is making suggestions and it is up to you to 
take it or leave it, rather whatever is in Godtake it or leave it, rather whatever is in God’’s Word s Word 
is what you will live by. This is how a newborn babe is what you will live by. This is how a newborn babe 
feeds, on the pure milk.feeds, on the pure milk.
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1 Peter1 Peter
Why?Why?
Remember the Remember the ““great things for Godgreat things for God”” that some Bible that some Bible 
Teachers keep telling people to do? Well, here is the real Teachers keep telling people to do? Well, here is the real 
““great thinggreat thing”” and it is something God wants to do for you. and it is something God wants to do for you. 
When you take in GodWhen you take in God’’s Word, by faith, like a new born s Word, by faith, like a new born 
babe something happens. And what happens is you babe something happens. And what happens is you 
experience God working in your life and the result is:experience God working in your life and the result is:

--so that by it you may grow up in your salvationso that by it you may grow up in your salvation--

Spiritual growth comes from taking in GodSpiritual growth comes from taking in God’’s Word and s Word and 
applying it. And here Peter pictures you trading your life applying it. And here Peter pictures you trading your life 
lived by your own schemes and wiles and exchanging it for lived by your own schemes and wiles and exchanging it for 
the protocol God has in his Word. Do you want to mature the protocol God has in his Word. Do you want to mature 
spiritually? Do you want out of your spiritual diapers? Take spiritually? Do you want out of your spiritual diapers? Take 
in Godin God’’s Word. The result will be your gradual growth into s Word. The result will be your gradual growth into 
more holy living.more holy living.

1 Peter1 Peter
Our Spiritual IdentityOur Spiritual Identity

1 Peter 2: 41 Peter 2: 4--1010
How we understand ourselves as Christians or being How we understand ourselves as Christians or being ““in in 
ChristChrist”” has everything to do with how we will relate to one has everything to do with how we will relate to one 
another and the world at large. It impacts our local another and the world at large. It impacts our local 
assemblies as well as the outworking of our Christian lives.assemblies as well as the outworking of our Christian lives.
Today, in Evangelical/Protestant Christianity there is a Today, in Evangelical/Protestant Christianity there is a 
buzzword going around called buzzword going around called ““diversitydiversity””. And there is a . And there is a 
certain push for diversity within the body of Christ whether it certain push for diversity within the body of Christ whether it 
is racial, ethnic or cultural. Proponents of diversity believe is racial, ethnic or cultural. Proponents of diversity believe 
that a local assembly can validly be evaluated in some form that a local assembly can validly be evaluated in some form 
or fashion, in part or in whole, as to whether or not it is doinor fashion, in part or in whole, as to whether or not it is doing g 
its part in fulfilling the Great Commission, by observing its part in fulfilling the Great Commission, by observing 
demographic diversity within various assemblies, particularly demographic diversity within various assemblies, particularly 
in light of its surrounding communities. You will find these in light of its surrounding communities. You will find these 
Teachers of ecclesiology using expressions such as Teachers of ecclesiology using expressions such as 
““pursing diversitypursing diversity”” or or ““biblical multibiblical multi--culturalismculturalism””. And . And 
immediately, on the surface, it seems to be a valuable immediately, on the surface, it seems to be a valuable 
consideration. After all, does God not want everyone consideration. After all, does God not want everyone 
included? included? 

1 Peter1 Peter
While this may be a tenet of the worldWhile this may be a tenet of the world’’s philosophy s philosophy 
as it relates to social or political ideology, God, as it relates to social or political ideology, God, 
through Peter, presents a definitive challenge to through Peter, presents a definitive challenge to 
those who would seek to impose upon the church those who would seek to impose upon the church 
this this ““diversitydiversity”” standard. However, it is not because standard. However, it is not because 
the Bible is against the Bible is against ““diversitydiversity”” but that the but that the 
Scriptures teach something altogether different. In Scriptures teach something altogether different. In 
other words, the constructs of the world do not fit other words, the constructs of the world do not fit 
the construct or Biblical paradigm of the church.the construct or Biblical paradigm of the church.
Therefore, when we think of ourselves as Therefore, when we think of ourselves as 
Christians we must understand the Biblical Christians we must understand the Biblical 
construct by and with which we must abide and construct by and with which we must abide and 
practice. And when we do this we are able to more practice. And when we do this we are able to more 
precisely carry out Godprecisely carry out God’’s plan for our lives and the s plan for our lives and the 
life of the church. So letlife of the church. So let’’s look at our spiritual s look at our spiritual 
identity and see how this impacts what is being identity and see how this impacts what is being 
considered in the introduction.considered in the introduction.

1 Peter1 Peter
I. Our identify is centered around Christ v 4, 6I. Our identify is centered around Christ v 4, 6--88
–– unlike in the world or even in other Divine unlike in the world or even in other Divine 
institutions such as the family (where our genetics institutions such as the family (where our genetics 
takes first place in determining our identity) as takes first place in determining our identity) as 
believers our identity is centered around Christ. believers our identity is centered around Christ. 
Christ is our first and last name, so to speak, with Christ is our first and last name, so to speak, with 
our human reference being somewhat anecdotal.our human reference being somewhat anecdotal.
In your family you have an identity, a valid one, In your family you have an identity, a valid one, 
which is based either on your genetics or law but which is based either on your genetics or law but 
still oriented around humanity. People do not get to still oriented around humanity. People do not get to 
simply come be part of your family because they simply come be part of your family because they 
desire to, they must have a lawful or natural desire to, they must have a lawful or natural 
relationship. But does not revolve around Christ relationship. But does not revolve around Christ 
rather humanity.rather humanity.

1 Peter1 Peter
But when we come to Christ, the Lord is the But when we come to Christ, the Lord is the 
central figure and we are all related to one central figure and we are all related to one 
another because of and through Christ. And another because of and through Christ. And 
not only not only areare we related to one another but we related to one another but 
this is this is whywhy and and howhow we relate to one another. we relate to one another. 
Our human identity immediately becomes Our human identity immediately becomes 
anecdotal or incidental. It is irrelevant as I anecdotal or incidental. It is irrelevant as I 
relate to you, my brother or sister in Christ, relate to you, my brother or sister in Christ, 
because we now speak to one another on because we now speak to one another on 
the basis of Christthe basis of Christ’’s work and his Words. We s work and his Words. We 
speak speak ““ChristChrist”” to one another. We are all to one another. We are all ““of of 
ChristChrist”” or or ““in Christin Christ””. This is the standard we . This is the standard we 
bear, Christ, and not a human standard.bear, Christ, and not a human standard.

1 Peter1 Peter
II. We are II. We are ““living stonesliving stones”” being built into a being built into a 

spiritual housespiritual house v 5v 5–– this means we are part of a this means we are part of a 
spiritual building or body. How, then, are we to spiritual building or body. How, then, are we to 
relate to one another if we come to church and use relate to one another if we come to church and use 
our human identities as our primary identities our human identities as our primary identities 
instead of Christ? Such a practice immediately instead of Christ? Such a practice immediately 
breaks down the function of the spiritual building or breaks down the function of the spiritual building or 
body and creates schisms because now it revolves body and creates schisms because now it revolves 
around self/humanity and not Christ. But as living around self/humanity and not Christ. But as living 
stones, those made alive in Christ, we participate stones, those made alive in Christ, we participate 
in the body and function as living stones based on in the body and function as living stones based on 
belonging to Christ, doing Christbelonging to Christ, doing Christ’’s work and s work and 
speaking Christspeaking Christ’’s Words.s Words.
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1 Peter1 Peter
III. We are members of a Holy Priesthood v 5III. We are members of a Holy Priesthood v 5--

here the reference to the Holy Priesthood of which here the reference to the Holy Priesthood of which 
all believers are a Holy Priest themselves, has in all believers are a Holy Priest themselves, has in 
view our interaction with, and worship of, God. It is view our interaction with, and worship of, God. It is 
vertical in its view. And this is how you are to see vertical in its view. And this is how you are to see 
yourself, as a Holy Priest who both individually yourself, as a Holy Priest who both individually 
and corporately offer spiritual sacrifices (this refers and corporately offer spiritual sacrifices (this refers 
to any function of the Christian life which reflects to any function of the Christian life which reflects 
worship of God from Bible reading and worship of God from Bible reading and 
contemplation to corporate prayers etc). You are contemplation to corporate prayers etc). You are 
not a playboy, you are not a hot chic, you are not a not a playboy, you are not a hot chic, you are not a 
Scottish Priest or Japanese Priest, you are a Holy Scottish Priest or Japanese Priest, you are a Holy 
Priest and this is your identity, it revolves around Priest and this is your identity, it revolves around 
Christ and the imputed righteousness given to you Christ and the imputed righteousness given to you 
at your salvation.at your salvation.

1 Peter1 Peter
With reference to the OT and the With reference to the OT and the LeviticalLevitical
Priesthood as compared with the Priesthood Priesthood as compared with the Priesthood 
of the Believer today:of the Believer today:
OT OT LeviticalLevitical Priesthood: Genetically based Priesthood: Genetically based 
(tribe of Levi) exclusive (unequal) access to (tribe of Levi) exclusive (unequal) access to 
God and exclusive (unequal) privilege from God and exclusive (unequal) privilege from 
GodGod
NT Believer Priesthood: Spiritually based NT Believer Priesthood: Spiritually based 
(tribe of Christ) inclusive (equal) access to (tribe of Christ) inclusive (equal) access to 
God and inclusive (equal) privilege from GodGod and inclusive (equal) privilege from God

1 Peter1 Peter
IV. Chosen people v 9IV. Chosen people v 9 –– this refers to your election in this refers to your election in 

Christ. Christ was the chosen means by which we Christ. Christ was the chosen means by which we 
are to be saved. There is no other way for a person are to be saved. There is no other way for a person 
to be saved from their sins; there is no other to be saved from their sins; there is no other 
representative able to Advocate for them but the representative able to Advocate for them but the 
Christ. As GodChrist. As God’’s children, in Christ, you have been s children, in Christ, you have been 
chosen to fulfill his plan and protocol on earth and chosen to fulfill his plan and protocol on earth and 
you need not wonder if there is another tribe to you need not wonder if there is another tribe to 
which you should belong to be in the family of God. which you should belong to be in the family of God. 
In fact, it is all the other tribes who make claims to In fact, it is all the other tribes who make claims to 
belonging to God, to being his people, who are belonging to God, to being his people, who are 
outside of Christ which do not belong to God.outside of Christ which do not belong to God.

1 Peter1 Peter
V. Royal Priesthood v 9V. Royal Priesthood v 9 ––here this aspect of our here this aspect of our 

Priesthood, called the Royal Priesthood, is horizontal in Priesthood, called the Royal Priesthood, is horizontal in 
reference or with respect to our interaction with humans. reference or with respect to our interaction with humans. 
It tells us that now, as GodIt tells us that now, as God’’s children, our interaction with s children, our interaction with 
other human beings is based on the protocol and plan of other human beings is based on the protocol and plan of 
God. All of our thinking and all of our actions must be as God. All of our thinking and all of our actions must be as 
Royal Priests who operate by an honor code which is Royal Priests who operate by an honor code which is 
revealed in Scripture. In fact, in our next lesson, much like revealed in Scripture. In fact, in our next lesson, much like 
in Ephesians, we will be covering parts of the Royal in Ephesians, we will be covering parts of the Royal 
Honor Code or the code from God by which we must live. Honor Code or the code from God by which we must live. 
So your function as a Christian is not as one who is a So your function as a Christian is not as one who is a 
Priest of the tribe of Jones, Smith, Hernandez, Priest of the tribe of Jones, Smith, Hernandez, 
Washington, Takei, but as a Royal Priest of the tribe of Washington, Takei, but as a Royal Priest of the tribe of 
Christ who acts in Divine interests, not those of the world Christ who acts in Divine interests, not those of the world 
or human interests per se.or human interests per se.

1 Peter1 Peter
VI. You are a citizen of a Holy Nation v 9VI. You are a citizen of a Holy Nation v 9 –– In late spring In late spring 

Carlos Cruz lead a class called Carlos Cruz lead a class called ““We the PeopleWe the People”” and in it and in it 
you learned that the United States is not most properly you learned that the United States is not most properly 
called a Christian Nation, rather the United States is a called a Christian Nation, rather the United States is a 
Constitutional Republic. While this may not sit well, at first, Constitutional Republic. While this may not sit well, at first, 
with some people and understandably so, such views are with some people and understandably so, such views are 
not borne simply out of cleverness but because of certain not borne simply out of cleverness but because of certain 
implications from Scripture which require better articulation. implications from Scripture which require better articulation. 
Here is what I mean.Here is what I mean.
Here Peter refers to believers in Christ as a Here Peter refers to believers in Christ as a ““Holy NationHoly Nation””. . 
We have no land; our nation is invisible with invisible We have no land; our nation is invisible with invisible 
borders and an invisible government. Only in our local borders and an invisible government. Only in our local 
formations do we have government but they are not formations do we have government but they are not 
national, rather local. The national government is God and national, rather local. The national government is God and 
the protocol and plan of God (the national policy) for the the protocol and plan of God (the national policy) for the 
Holy Nation or, is from his Word. Holy Nation or, is from his Word. 

1 Peter1 Peter
America is not founded on Christianity; otherwise we would America is not founded on Christianity; otherwise we would 
have long ago given up having Presidents and elected have long ago given up having Presidents and elected 
officials to form a government and would have had the officials to form a government and would have had the 
church regulating civil affairs (btw this has been tried and is church regulating civil affairs (btw this has been tried and is 
against the Scriptures and results in disaster, generally in against the Scriptures and results in disaster, generally in 
the way of tyranny). But as we see in 1 Peter, civil the way of tyranny). But as we see in 1 Peter, civil 
governments of this world are not identified as governments of this world are not identified as ““the Nation of the Nation of 
GodGod”” or the or the ““Holy NationHoly Nation””. There is only one . There is only one ““Holy NationHoly Nation””
which is the church and its identity is centered around Christ which is the church and its identity is centered around Christ 
and its and its ““constitutionconstitution”” is the Word of God. And this is your is the Word of God. And this is your 
primary citizenship, that of the primary citizenship, that of the ““Holy NationHoly Nation””, the body of , the body of 
Christ.Christ.

This citizenship brings with it a special opportunity, which is This citizenship brings with it a special opportunity, which is to invite to invite 
anyone and everyone to become citizens of the anyone and everyone to become citizens of the ““Holy NationHoly Nation””. God . God 
has made you part of a chosen people, a Royal Priesthood and has made you part of a chosen people, a Royal Priesthood and 
member of the Holy Nation so that you may tell others that God member of the Holy Nation so that you may tell others that God 
desires all people to become citizens and they may enter throughdesires all people to become citizens and they may enter through
Christ, But he and he alone is the door. Christ, But he and he alone is the door. 
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1 Peter1 Peter
VII. The Final Aspect of Your Identity is TwoVII. The Final Aspect of Your Identity is Two--fold v 9fold v 9--1010::

You have been enlightened You have been enlightened –– out of the darkness and into out of the darkness and into 
the lightthe light
You have received mercy You have received mercy –– the world waits for mercy; you the world waits for mercy; you 
have received it, now go and tell the world what God has have received it, now go and tell the world what God has 
done.done.
Think about the challenge at the introduction as consider, Think about the challenge at the introduction as consider, 
now, after looking at this portion of Scripture where God, now, after looking at this portion of Scripture where God, 
through Peter, has given us our spiritual identity, notice what through Peter, has given us our spiritual identity, notice what 
is missing? There is absolutely no reference to or emphasis is missing? There is absolutely no reference to or emphasis 
upon any human property. Everything human and the upon any human property. Everything human and the 
identity we have as humans is removed identity we have as humans is removed ““in Christin Christ”” with with 
respect to how we are to view one another spiritually. respect to how we are to view one another spiritually. 
GodGod’’s body, the body of Christ, is not a human body. s body, the body of Christ, is not a human body. 
Human properties are anecdotal. There are no Human properties are anecdotal. There are no ““disabled disabled 
ChristiansChristians””. There are no . There are no ““brunette Christiansbrunette Christians””. There are no . There are no 
““left handed Christiansleft handed Christians””. All of this emphasis, in fact any . All of this emphasis, in fact any 
emphasis, on our human identity is really foreign to our emphasis, on our human identity is really foreign to our 
spiritual identity.spiritual identity.

1 Peter1 Peter
We are to see one another in the light of Christ. We are to see one another in the light of Christ. 
Even with respect to gender we are to see one Even with respect to gender we are to see one 
another as coanother as co--Royal Priests, coRoyal Priests, co--Holy Nation Holy Nation 
members and so on. We are to have spiritual members and so on. We are to have spiritual 
references to one another. references to one another. 
So when those who wish to push ideas of diversity So when those who wish to push ideas of diversity 
presents themselves one must ask this question, presents themselves one must ask this question, ““If I If I 
am to seek to have all kinds of racial, ethnic and am to seek to have all kinds of racial, ethnic and 
cultural diversity in the body of Christ am I not, in cultural diversity in the body of Christ am I not, in 
fact, now being compelled to disregard the spiritual fact, now being compelled to disregard the spiritual 
orientation taught by God through Peter where I no orientation taught by God through Peter where I no 
longer see them in human terms with human longer see them in human terms with human 
properties but in spiritual terms with spiritual properties but in spiritual terms with spiritual 
properties that no longer considers race, ethnicity or properties that no longer considers race, ethnicity or 
culture, rather we all identify together with, in and culture, rather we all identify together with, in and 
through Christthrough Christ””??

I PeterI Peter
Your Spiritual IdentityYour Spiritual Identity

Centered around ChristCentered around Christ
Living StonesLiving Stones--part of a spiritual bodypart of a spiritual body
Holy PriestsHoly Priests
Chosen PeopleChosen People
Royal PriesthoodRoyal Priesthood
Citizen of the Holy NationCitizen of the Holy Nation
One who has been enlightened and received One who has been enlightened and received 
mercymercy


